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DATES FOR THE DIARY

Society News

2016 ARCHAEOLOGY WEEKEND
SATURDAY 17 & SUNDAY 18 SEPTEMBER ~ 10am-4pm
Moat House Field, follow signs at far end of Church Lane.
ALL WELCOME –(see p 9)
SATURDAY 24 SEPTEMBER Michaelmas Fair
Memorial Hall
10am-3pm see p16
SUNDAY 9 OCTOBER: URC 20th Anniversary- Service + (pre-booked) Buffet Lunch
TUESDAY 25 OCTOBER 7.30-9.30pm Memorial Hall WPC: WHITTLESFORD
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN – follow-up to first (6 Sept) workshop; (see p 17)
CAMBRIDGESHIRE FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY www.cfhs.org.uk
DROP-IN SESSIONS 2ndSaturdays:- 10.30am-3.30pm 3rd Floor, Cambridge Central Library (coinciding with the now once-a-month ‘staffed
Saturdays’ 10am-5pm at the adjacent ‘Cambridge Collection’) Bookstand, information & advice on hand - plus FREE TALKS.
Saturday 8 Talk 1: 12.30pm: “When and where were they MARRIED?” by
OCTOBER Caroline Norton. (2nd talk in series of 3 on a core source for
Family History Research - ‘Births, Marriages and Deaths’.
Talk 2: - 2pm “One Family’s Experience of the Holocaust.” By Eva Clarke.
Talk 1:- 12.30pm: “When and where were they BURIED?”
Saturday 12
by Caroline Norton. (last talk in series) - tracking down
NOVEMBER
ancestors burials’ and deaths. Talk 2: 2pm “Researching
the Linguistic Landscape: the local accent and dialect” By Michael McCarthy
+ FAMILY & LOCAL HISTORY FAIR: Sat 22 October Girton Primary School 10-4pm

MONDAY 7 NOVEMBER - WHITTLESFORD SOCIETY OPEN MEETING
8pm William Westley School “Ideas for Progressing the WW1 Project &
Promoting Historic & Interesting Village Buildings +Community Assets”
Please email your interest to whitsocinfo@tesco.net or ring 832453
19 NOVEMBER 10am-4.30pm Cambridge Antiquarian Society Autumn
Conference: ”Recent Archaeology in the Cambridgeshire Region”. £ 10 at
door. Detailed programme not yet available see: www.camantsoc.org.
OTHER COMING EVENTS…watch for Whit Soc news in LOOK & village
POSTERS or email whitsocinfo@tesco.net to be added to a (secure, blindcopied) mailing list for alerts and details about events and activities.
YOUR SUGGESTIONS ABOUT OTHER IDEAS FOR OUR FUTURE PROGRAMME
AND ACTIVITIES ARE ALWAYS ESPECIALLY WELCOME!
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SOCIETY NEWS – The theme of this issue is Whittlesford PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE – though many topics incorporate all three elements! Archaeology quintessentially ‘the past’ but with Archaeology Group activity now and very
relevant to future planning proposals – with concern only slightly allayed by
statutory requirements to undertake surveys / excavations prior to any new
development covering the site forever! Present action to produce the
Neighbourhood Plan is a top priority Whit Soc is actively backing – including
our extensive data on village and natural history to justify and reinforce future
needs regarding key community assets, heritage and the environment. There
are many items remembering Whit Soc’s own past 40 years and about our
present, most extensive research project ever – and how we share the results
to make the past meaningful, especially to future generations ie. the school!
Other activities in the offing?
IWM: Once their main season is over, something we certainly wish to repeat is a
site visit and talk focussed on the newly transformed and reopened American
Air Museum. Also to revive previous ideas for a “Neighbours of Duxford IWM”
Group – so seeking volunteers/recruits for an ‘Interest Group Coordinator/Leader
or at least a contact /liaison point to pursue ideas for a programme of informal
daytime/midweek, group visits/sessions, possibly in conjunction with Duxford
village – so we’ll put a similar appeal in Duxford Chatterbox, as well as LOOK.
On this page last issue we referred to various spin-off societies and groups that
originated from and were nurtured by Whit Soc. As detailed in September’s LOOK
we’ve been delighted to help publicise a reunion of WADS and a book launch: –
MALCOLM HILBERY’s entertaining account of his life as a performer, with national
shows and stars -and especially pantomimes here! Copies available from Annie
Roberts at special Launch price of £4.99 or from Harts of Saffron Walden.
Our own main publications since 1990 are pictured on the back cover. As well as
Whittlesford at War and Memorial Hall History referred to on p8, examples of
WhitWhits (now with colour!), Guides to walks & events, plus a sample Calendar
of Old Village Photographs (sold for charity); the re-issued Whittlesford Recalled
with supplementary sections by Tony Carter & Chris Taylor; The Millennium Map;
The Parish Church history by Chris Taylor; and tucked almost out of sight one of
two excellent books on village history not actually published by Whit Soc, but
granted to us. Diaries of Whittlesford by Anne Barker (1837-1921) daughter/
granddaughter of the first two Robert Maynards, was edited by Keith Strange, in
publishing partnership in 2000 with the then current Robert Maynard. It drew on
a recently found cache of Maynard papers and pictures and provides insights on
village history and especially the Maynard family and its achievements. Sadly the
other, Tony Carter’s authoritative Anatomy of a Victorian Village, edited for publication after his death by Tony Cartwright, Jack Sutcliffe and Pat Carter, is now out
of print – but we are able to help supplying data not yet available online.
 OUR MEETING AT THE SCHOOL ON MONDAY 7 NOVEMBER will also be a chance
to exchange ideas and measure interest in pursuing a possible new village ‘Guide’ and
a ‘Labelling Local History’ project about interesting and historic village landmarks,
houses, and other buildings - and people associated with them. [see also p11 & p19]
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Since the last issue. . . SUCCESSFUL REPEAT VISITS
Despite the forecasters’ earlier pessimism, a crisp, sunny afternoon on Valentine’s Day led to a glorious fenland sunset and a
clear starry night, perfect for our visit to the WWT reserve at
Welney on the Ouse Washes and the close-up view of the
different swans and wild fowl, while the expert guide gave a
fascinating talk and commentary on the various species and
their remarkable journeys to and from Welney.
What transformations there are at the WWT reserve since our
last Society visit almost 20 years ago - now the extensive
heated observatory and superb visitor centre with exhibition area, café and
gift shop, and various enhancements to the entire extensive site and its
attractions, making it well worth visiting at every season of the year.
CHANGES TOO AT THE GENOME CAMPUS! - since our last visit in July 2002
Many more impressive new buildings
now cluster the beautifully landscaped
grounds - and lots more development is
going on and planned in coming years.
We heard of the aims and achievements
of the Wellcome Trust /Sanger Institute
at this site, constructed in 1996 in the grounds of Hinxton Hall, and a major
extension (the South Field Project) completed in April 2005. This super visit
included a splendid hour-long illustrated teach-in about the campus and its
major ground-breaking research programmes - followed by a guided tour in
smaller groups of the various key buildings and especially the vast computer
operation at the heart of analysing genomes. Well worth another repeat plus visiting Hinxton Hall itself (now a conference centre plus fine exhibition
area) and also the Wildlife Trust-run wetlands nature reserve, Hinxton.
AGM & APM…Our AGM in April started with a silence in memory of Basil
Bonner before formal business of reports by Peter and Pauline and elections
(see p2)-with unanimous enthusiasm for Malcolm Turner to be a Life Vice
President. After the customary social break for wine and chance to browse
display boards about the WW1 centenary, the evening was given over to a
slide talk “Progressing ‘The Whittlesford One Hundred’ Research Project” by the
team - Meg Holland, Suzanne Ridley and Karen Wright - more on pp10-11.
The Annual Parish Meeting in May rather lived up to ‘Friday 13’ superstition!
The Agenda /meeting papers published as a coloured insert in L00K listed two
items for core attention after the standard Forum/Adoption of Reports - the
second being to consider suggestions for use of the £10k Sect. 106 ‘Public Art’
money from the Welch’s development. We’d drafted a flyer about possible
‘Poppy’ themes together with the school, but before we had even distributed
this, things went unexpectedly adrift and subsequently WPC decided to put it
all on hold till much nearer the grant’s expiry date. More on this to follow!
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40 YEARS of the WHITTLESFORD SOCIETY & its leaders…continued
Millennial
Years
The ARCHIVE
Years > >

Mike Arnold
Clive Jaques
Mike Arnold
Malcolm Turner

1996-97
1999-2001
2004-06
2011-13

Jane Rabagliati
Basil Bonner
Ashley Arbon
Peter Spufford

1997-99
2002-03
2007-11
2014-

The obituary of Dr Michael Arnold in Whither Whittlesford No 105
shortly after his death in Spring 2009, gave a great potted biography,
highlighting his contribution to the village and for over 20 years to Whit
Soc, as a valued, charming and enthusiastic committee member and an
exceptional Chairman and President. But it rather understated the
importance of his research and writing for our publications - the legacy
of his own words and gift for co-ordinating collaborators.
His debut in Whither Whittlesford in March ’91 no.60 was a followup memory to an article published in WW 58 by another fine village
writer, Tony Cartwright. More of Mike’s excellent, authoritative and captivating
articles on village history followed in issues 64, 70, 71, 74, 79 & 80 (by which time
he was Chair of the Parish Council and, for a first time, of Whit Soc)-& still more!
At the start of 1995 we had been grappling to decide an appropriate way of
marking the Society’s 20th anniversary and whether we should ‘do something’ to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of VE Day that May. Suddenly, we were asked
by the chairman of the Memorial Hall Committee for ideas and assistance in the
challenge to raise money to renovate and rebuild the village hall, erected to the
memory of those who fought in World War 1 – ‘Project 2000’.
Mike had already been gathering material promised to
the editor for a series of articles about ‘Dad’s Army’ (The
Platoon Commander, a WW1 hero WW 22, was actually
his father. Eric Arnold!); Tony Cartwright, a couple of
years older than Mike and from the Newton Road
heartland of the ARP, a meticulous teenaged diarist
throughout WW2, could provide a complementary
perspective! ‘Whittlesford at War’ seemed inevitable –
and our tiny project team somehow got it published and
ready for sale at the VE Day 50th celebrations & Launch
of Project 2000 on 8 May ’95!
This book was not just a good read – profit on sales
then added £800 to Project 2000 funds! But WW 76 reports also reveal it had
been barred from National Lottery Heritage Funding as Whittlesford already
had a community hall. So village fundraising had to continue apace - plus even
more hard work on Hall plans by a project team of 4, to satisfy the community,
the Planners and new funders - The Millennium Commission!
Sadly, Basil Bonner died shortly after the last issue, which had featured
him. LOOK in May published a detailed tribute by Ken Winterbottom,
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Ashley Arbon (appointed ‘Chief Executive’, as the
Commission required) with Neil Harvey, Tim Stone
and David Toop worked round the clock leading the
enormous task of implementation. WW85 details
every stage, with plans and before-&-after photos
until - after its Dedication, aptly on Remembrance
Sunday, 14 November 1998, the whole village took
part in officially ‘Opening’ the new Memorial Hall.
This was the cue for Whit Soc’s next book - again
essentially Mike Arnold with Tony Cartwright (also
a recent Hall Committee Chair) + George Rusted
with his even longer experience of office on WPC.
In Spring 1999, WW86 details the launch of their
‘Whittlesford Memorial Hall-Its Origins & History’
With glossy claret & cream coloured cover matching the Hall’s new décor, it told
fascinating tales of the Hall’s 90 year history and key role in community life and
of the adjoining, far older, Men’s Institute building, replaced in Project 2000.
Celebrating the Millennium
WW86 also detailed other plans to mark2000, led by a committee (birth of the
Millennium Group!) of David Abson, Beryl Bonner & Tony Cartwright - on 31 Dec
-1 Jan, then main events on 9, 10 and 11 June. Whit Soc were to the fore also in
plans for a Millennium Wood and a magnificent village ‘Banner’ as well as Tony
Carter’s Millennium Map, described in detail, which our historians and artists
already had well in hand and would be presented free to every child in the
village. Jane Rabagliati, who had by then taken over from Mike as Whit Soc
Chair, also announces WhitSoc’s ambitious plan for our next publication a
DOMESDAY BOOK project to be led by soon-to-be Vice Chair Alan Simmonds
WW87 gives a late 1999update on all of these especially on the ‘Whittlesford
Domesday Book 2000’, including a translation by Peter Spufford of our original
11th Century Domesday Book entry and ‘worked examples’ of entries from half a
dozen households plus a sample ’street’/ ’Section of the Village’ description and an
evocative longer reflection by Fred Jacobs on Childhood in Whittlesford where he
was born in 1940, and 60 years on - inspired by the Domesday Book proforma.
The cover of WW88 in Sept 2000 features our superb appliqué / embroidered
panel for the Millennium banner, created by Eve Baldwin and Joyce Ingram ,
Inside are reports by Chairman Clive Jaques on a very busy year for Whit Soc
plus more reports with many photos of the village’s Millennium celebrations and
those planned for our own 25th anniversary that November. Pat Carter reports
on the splendid Millennium Map that Patricia Downes unveiled on New Years
Day to present first to children at the special party – and we were pleased to
have space to print an account of five generations of Tickell Squires, too big for
the Map. Clive had reported in March 2000 that preparation of what he dubbed
‘WDB2K’ was proceeding apace with over 200 entries –over a third of all households in the village, received. However, this postponed Spring/Summer issue also
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bore bad news that our ‘Millennium Grants for All’ bid had failed in face of the
huge number of other new requests - WDB2K - Domesday Book-doomed? Not
quite –not then! Not till after ’03, when the Lottery-funded Archive Project years
(subject of next issue’s episode) dominated life and Whit Soc history!
WHIT SOC ON PLANNING AND CAMPAIGNING
Though Planning concerns had prompted our aims from the start, it was the 90s
where real challenges - much like those faced today with the Neighbourhood
Plan or Traffic issues [see WW90 on A505 changes in 2001] really piled in.
Despite (perhaps because of) pressure to raise huge amounts to fund some
amazing capital projects (the Hall and also the new URC, Lawn pavilion, play
areas, church renovation & PACEF) to enhance village life –(or to fight off
enormous threats to it! )– the years before and shortly after the Millennium
saw great community spirit and involvement – with Whit Soc in the thick of it!
Initial proposals for dense development on the old Maynards ‘Phoenix’ site had
galvanised village action (that led to happy outcome) and unparalleled interest
in parish politics! WW65 tells of the high local election turnout in ’92 – when 6
of the 15 candidates for 11 WPC seats had been, or would become, Whit Soc
Chairmen and 4 of them Parish Council Chairmen in their time!
Actually outside this parish (just!) the first big planning crisis was The Duxford
Initiative, a vast out-of-town shopping and hotel complex south of the A505
and alongside the M11, first proposed in 1989, WW54 which forced creation of
SCARE - South Cambs Against Rural Extinction –which became a major focus
for campaigning and fundraising for several years.
Neil Barber was Whit Soc’s committee member given special responsibility for
liaison with SCARE – and it was not until March 1994 WW72 he could finally
report an ‘all clear’ on the DI. But this was only to be followed next issue with
a caveat about an appeal against its rejection – and worse still, a new threat
even closer to us – a massive Duxford Airfield Development Plan. This still
not-entirely-forgotten plan proposed their reuniting the two halves of the Air
Museum site by closing the A505 through it and building a new dual carriage
A505 from the existing M11 roundabout to loop through greenbelt north of
Ledo Rd and Heathfield, enclosing a 100 room hotel, businesses, some 350 new
houses and a science park before rejoining the existing A505 by the Pets Crem.
Even after that was turned down too, other major scares returned especially
SCRAMM – against Marshalls moving to the airfield site and more recently
Hanley Grange at the A505 Sawston roundabout, though little fundamentally
changed the main village – or Whit Soc’s traditional activities.
Who knows if the outcome would have been worse without the campaigning?
It was a matter of faith to be alert and proactive –and, even if the world and
society was very different then, there were great benefits in bringing the
changing community together! No apologies for referring back to past
experiences and WW issue numbers. One unique asset is Whit Soc having
documented our past and made it accessible from the publications section of
the website www.whittlesfordsoiety.info . Learn from experience & enjoy!
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The Whittlesford Archaeology Group

2016 ARCHAEOLOGY WEEKEND
SATURDAY 17 & SUNDAY 18 SEPT
approx. 10am - 4 pm
A new professionally directed excavation will take place for the fourth year
running in THE MOAT HOUSE FIELD, on high ground between the Parish
Church and the river, by kind permission of Sarah and Nick Williamson.
This site is accessed from the far end of Church Lane and different test digs
are investigating what seems to be the extraordinarily well preserved and
previously unknown remains of Saxon Whittlesford - and so far they have
barely scratched the surface of the Moat House Field!
The team from the Whittlesford Archaeology Group will again be led by
expert archaeologist and village resident Mark Hinman of Pre-Construct
Archaeology . He commented ”For me the key point is the considerable
local interest in the dig. This weekend long project has grown from a small
team in year one, to over 80 visitors and participants last year. The dig
draws people of all ages and abilities and we try our best to make sure that
everybody is involved.”
EVERYONE is welcome to come along (free!) to see what’s happening - and
if they wish, join in to learn about professional archaeological investigation,
uncovering more fascinating evidence about our past. Please BYO
refreshments /drink /something to sit on if you intend to stay long!
Mark Hinman’s due to give a presentation at the September meeting of the
Parish Council about results from the 2015 archaeological dig, As reported
in the last issue, PCA meticulously sorted, dated and labelled every ‘find’
and then after washing, sent them to the most authoritative sources for
further analysis and documentation ready for compilation into a full survey
report – which may or may not be ready for that meeting – but Mark will be
there to talk about and answer any questions people may have.
This precious Moat House field abuts sites in Church Lane - in the Walled
Garden and closer still, the church meadow, for which at the time of writing
no actual Planning Application had been made, but developers Laragh
Homes recently staged a public exhibition of proposals for 7 houses in the
walled garden and 5 ’affordable’ houses in the church field.
Mark Hinman would be well placed to answer any queries about the
statutory archaeological survey of sites like this in the most ancient area of
the village. PCA undertook study of the massive Welch’s site before that
was again cleared and built over. The fascinating detailed report and rare
and significant finds there can be seen on www.welchstransport.co.uk/
under News and PCA.

Watch for news of other Archaeology Group activities/events!
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WHIT SOC AGM 2016 - Slide-talk & Display

Progressing
“The Whittlesford One Hundred”
Research Project
This was the remit for the Project Research Team
of three, who for the past 2 years had been living
and breathing World War 1 and what it meant for
the people of Whittlesford: the various stages of
the project, achievements to date and What Next?
Plus, what is impossible here, a host of slides and anecdotes to illustrate and
explain HOW the team worked and so much else discovered en route
As often described, INITIAL INSPIRATION came in May 2014 when Karen
Wright approached Meg Holland, Whit Soc’s designated Information Officer,
Publications Editor and de facto Archivist with the query on what WhitSoc was
doing about the WW1 centenary and describing her own work on a long study
in Northants. We’d done a lot on earlier and later local history and on the 15
men who gave their lives then – but what of the other 85 who fought and came
back - and life here in those years? The APM was the ideal chance to float ideas.
At once, Suzanne Ridley made contact, a former librarian, and like Meg and
Karen keen and experienced in local and family history research; the three
gelled immediately and with Peter Spufford they worked on the concept and,
after publicity in L00K, a WW1 Interest Group met at the Guildhall.
This led to the first of the MILESTONES that punctuate the project story – Kitty
Arnold finding in her late husband Mike’s papers an actual Invitation/programme
for a dinner to honour the men who left to fight, with all 100 surnames + initials
and ranks. PHASE ONE–‘FEASIBILITY’ of the project “The Whittlesford 100 and
the impact of World War One on this Village”-‘ took off in earnest:- fact-finding
about the 100 and their families; developing a project framework, aims & outcomes, sources & resources; a way of working as a tight, interdependent trio with
individual specialisms. The next MILESTONE: involvement in the inspirational
Ceramic Poppies at the Tower project brought a national boost and new contacts!
By early 2015 feasibility was more than justified; PHASE TWO -THE HARD SLOG of
detailed research began:- to identify, verify and organise full details of all 100 (+
more still with claims for inclusion) as well as the village context. All 3 already had
their own access to major national databases like Ancestry and Findmypast and
were familiar with core records, registers and census data –but while Suzanne
pursued the broader context, meticulously trawling scanned press files and
published sources for any reference to Whittlesford between 1910-25, Meg
focused on the village life and families from existing Whit Soc material and
contacts with local memories and memorabilia, and Karen focused on the vital
specialist area of service records and references -plus MILESTONE 3 in April 2015
BIKERS’ TRIBUTE + centenary of Pte RR Andrews’ unique funeral here.
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This spawned yet more contacts especially for Karen, who was also working closely
with Sawston Village College on their Lottery Funded year-long project.
The Interest Group helped catalogue details of each household in the 1911 census for
further analysis by Suzanne especially - but essentially work depended on the trio
searching, sharing, amending, and recognising intricate links between data.
Increasingly they realised they were amassing so much fine information, with even
greater future scope, blocked by the 100 year-rule on census and other data (eg
hospitals etc) so it would be impossible to do the same justice to the element on
‘impact’ before 2021 at least. So it was decided the immediate project parameters
needed tightening closer to the actual 1914-18 period – ie. up to the Dinner & War
Memorial in January 1920 – with only cautious additions to The 100.
So PHASE THREE began and continues: DIGGING DEEPER AND WIDER. Since mid
2015 many new sources– eg electoral and service
data - have become available and accessible - but
we still seek missing files we know must have
existed – possibly still lurking in archives, even
uncatalogued in the County Record Office (left)– a
frequent destination for the team though fraught
with concern about its future move to Ely.
Most significantly, that holds another MILESTONE –many LETTERS FROM THE FRONT
to Robert Maynard from our men, most of whom lost their lives – seen, studied and
photographed but that it’s still hoped to borrow to put on show (in our locked cases)!
Unfortunately circumstances in the last year have forced postponement and delay in
plans for completing Phase 3 and moving to PHASE FOUR: REVIEWING PROGRESS:
especially compiling & checking results and tackling GAPS and corrections. Even at
the AGM time ran out before most cursory mention of ‘What Next? –STEPS IN
PLANNING OUTPUTS – financial and logistical implications of the book we have
always planned and admin/data-input needs to migrate the very detailed and
thorough personal and service biographies of well over 100 men, once completed,
to a Whittlesford ‘Community‘ in a vast international inter-active archive database
such as IWM 8 Million Lives.
While it has been impracticable for the Project Team to involve
others in the detailed core research to date, the time is right
now to start to SHARE & INVOLVE many –ultimately most - of
the community in activities and outputs that derive from and
promote this research project, and well before the final date of
Armistice 2018. To start this process an open meeting at the
school on MONDAY 7 NOVEMBER will pick up what could have
been a milestone from a corresponding, cancelled, meeting in
November 2015 about marking historic & Interesting village
homes & buildings [see also p4] and pursuing the inspiration of
POPPY projects noted [p5] - & in future respect of school assets
on [p13] –with scope for poppies to be for Whittlesford what daffodils are to Thriplow!
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WILLIAM WESTLEY SCHOOL – epitomising our slogan “All about
Whittlesford,
Past
Present & Future” –
and a vital element
in the ‘Village
features and assets
to be celebrated,
protected and
enhanced’ in
considering
WHITTLESFORD’S
NEIGHBOURHOOD
PLAN
We’re all justifiably proud of the long tradition of schooling in the village –
summed up now in the name of the 17thcentury grocer who endowed it and
the well-documented history of education here - through from the village’s
first, Victorian, custom built school (with its remarkable academic success
especially around the WW1 period of our current research) to the fine
current premises opened in July 1973, and its achievements since then now and for the future.
THE PRESENT: -THREE SPLENDID ACCOLADES!
In early 2016 William Westley School received three important ‘Inspections’
and (as detailed in Look & the Cambridge News on-line Whittlesford column) the
results and Reports from them are not merely good, but in two out of three,
‘Outstanding’ so couldn’t be more highly graded! (OFSTED on Early Years
provision + Out of School Club & SIAMS official inspection of Church schools).
This year, pupils again had notable success in county championships in cricket,
football, netball and swimming – and that is by no means all. (See also page 14)
There’s also excellence in the ARTS! The school as a whole works towards
Arts Council England’s gold level Artsmark, a national award for schools that
demonstrate their commitment to putting arts and cultural provision at the
heart of their school. There’s also a Year 6 after-school Art Club where
children work on their own arts-based projects, several putting together
portfolios and achieving an ‘Explore Arts Award’ associated with Artsmark,
and this year also collaborating to produce the splendid turtle picture using
glazed and fired clay, acrylic and inks now on display in the library.
On Tuesday 7 June from 6-8pm, the whole village as well as school’s families
and friends had the opportunity to see for themselves this particular aspect
of the school’s excellence at William Westley biennial Art Exhibition based
on their Arts Week ‘Celebration of Hindu Festivals’
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Each class had looked at a different Hindu
Festival and taken part in various arts-based
activities, including music, drama, Bollywood
dance workshops and sharing their
experiences at Assemblies. As well as displays
of these in the main hall, a tour on the night,
took visitors through every classroom, each
transformed with their wonderful artwork
inspired and produced during their Arts
Week. Starting In Reception, it was Diwalithe Festival of Lights and the first of the characteristic ‘Rangoli’ –an art form
from India, traditionally associated with festivals, in which patterns are
created on the floor in living rooms or courtyards from materials including
coloured rice or sand or flower petals.
Shown on the front cover are vividly coloured examples from some of these
classroom displays. Top left there is a stunning Rangoli made from sweeties
–a taste of Year 5’s tribute to Holi – the Festival of Colour, Joy and Love!
Next clockwise is the Elephant Headed god, Ganesha, part of Year 6’s
Ganesha Chaturthi celebrations. Next, Navarati, the festival of Nine Nights,
and the exploits of the goddess Durga were the focus of Year 3 while,
bottom right: Year 1 used feathers in their glorious peacock-inspired artwork
celebrating Sawaswati, goddess of learning and the arts. Bottom left superb
glazed, fired tiles decorating an external wall, product of the school’s own
excellent kiln and resources. ….plus, of
course, the talent and hard work of
pupils and enthusiasm and skills of Class
4 teacher and head of Art, Anna
Shepherd, (left) and whole-hearted,
support of head teacher Paul Bryant.

THE FUTURE Both feel excited and
enthusiastic about the school developing
themes on Art and Heritage that are of
mutual interest and benefit with Whit
Soc. First up – using stories from our
project research, to pursue themes and
events about life here in 1910-20 and
drawing inspiration from the Poppies at
the Tower of London, for pupils to create
their own individual Poppies in various
materials - and hoping also to invite and
encourage grown-ups to get involved in
helping develop poppy-themed ideas and
designs for prototype Poppy Plaques!
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WILLIAM WESTLEY
PRESENTATION DAY!
After an exciting week
celebrating William Westley
Day with a special Founder’s
Day service, a family picnic
lunch together and a hugely
successful annual Summer
Fayre, there was an even
bigger special occasion for
William Westley School at
2pm on TUESDAY 19 JULY!
That is when the Bishop of Huntingdon came to speak to a special
PRESENTATION ASSEMBLY in the main school hall - and hand over a
magnificent cheque for £3.500 to the Cambridge based-international
charity, SOS Children’s Villages, for their Tlokweng children's village in
Botswana, with whom this school has had a long relationship – to be used to
fund the first computers in the village.
This is the remarkable result of the 'Lenten Challenge' when, as in the
Parable of the Talents, every child was invited to accept a £5-note to see
how they could use it to benefit SOS. 87% of the pupils across all year
groups responded with enthusiasm! In a host of imaginative and useful
ways, with a variety of stalls and services like car washing, by variously
baking, making and growing (tomato and other plants) and with so many
wonderful ideas, they delivered back their original fivers plus their earnings
for this amazing total achievement.
This special afternoon was also a chance to say goodbye to those leaving the
school, including Chris Harvey after 26 years as a Teaching Assistant. Bishop
David presented leaving Year 6 pupils with the traditional ‘Leavers’ Year
Book’ from the church. Packed with photos and profiles of class mates,
teachers and ‘Buddies’ (the ‘Reception’ newcomer allocated to each Year 6
pupil to befriend in their first year) - plus highlights of school life and
autograph space, its a souvenir to be treasured of schooldays here.
They each also received from Professor Peter Spufford, Chairman of the
Whittlesford Society, as part of marking its 40th anniversary, a copy of the
splendid large-size, double-sided “Millennium Map of Whittlesford” (seen
in picture on the back cover) originally given to every child in the village on
Millennium Day – well before any of the current pupils were even born!
The school library was also presented with folders containing copies of
every issue of Whither Whittlesford to browse and handle, as well as being
scanned in the on line collection on www.whittlesfordsociety.info.
Photo: Rev Ruth, Rev Caroline with Nicola Graves (SOS Trust & Foundation
Fundraiser), Linda Price (SOS Director of Finance) and Bishop David.
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NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES
This time last year we were welcoming two new
clergy to the village churches and in the months
since have been delighted how well Rev Ruth at the
URC and Rev Caroline at the Parish Church have
become a key part of life here, especially with the
school, their congregations and their working so
well together and with their other responsibilities
at Duxford URC and Pampisford as part of the Joint Ecumenical Partnership.
Now sadly Rev Ruth’s year is over and on 1 September she took up her new
Ministry near Chester- where everyone wishes her well. Until a replacement
is in place- which may take some time - our URC is grouped with Duxford and
Emmanuel URC in Cambridge, with an Interim Moderator, Rev Charles Mather
of Bar Hill Church caring for them during the vacancy. The three Elders of our
URC - Joan Woodley, Dorothy Brown and Llandre Pickup continue to run
things here, including on 10 Sept providing refreshment for participants in
the annual Cambs Ride and Stride event – and especially in organising the…

20th ANNIVERSARY SERVICE & BUFFET LUNCH on SUNDAY 9 OCTOBER.
[WW118] had quoted from Tony Carter’s ‘History of Whittlesford URC - 18721996’ which was published to mark the official opening of the splendid new
church building on the site of the previous one in Duxford Rd built in 1903 to
replace the original Congregational Chapel in Orchard Terrace. [WW78] & [79]
detail the magnificent feat and act of faith of the very small group 20 years
ago who had demolished and rebuilt – to an excellent modern standard and
design - this outstanding place of worship and community asset.
Both village churches (+ members of none) enjoy and support the ‘outreach’ .
it hosts - Lunches on Tuesdays, Coffee Morning Wednesdays (with optional
board games) and now the splendid Over-75s Pilates classes run by Frances
Dumbleton.(New term starts Oct 836019). Because of the Anniversary
Lunch, the URC will not host their usual Harvest Supper this year – but will join
in the Parish Church Harvest Festival at 11 am on Sunday 2 October, followed
by a Bring’n’Share Harvest Lunch. The annual Bereavement Service will be at
the URC on Sunday 25 October at 7.30pm to remember lost loved ones.
Rev Caroline is now well and truly established at the Vicarage and making a
huge difference at the Parish Church. The ‘Little Fishes’ Baby & Toddler group
from 10-11.30 in the Church Room on 1st Tuesdays
is a great success, extended in the summer holidays
to weekly + older siblings. More for families includes
Sunday Club on the 1st Sundays at 9.30am + All Age
Services on 2nd Sundays. Then a ‘New Beginnings’
weekend starts on Saturday 24 Sept with the new
-MICHAELMAS FAIR- see p16 & a special Community
Service at 10am in the school hall on Sun 25 Sept..
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Michaelmas Makeover!
Instead of St Andrews Fair* on 30
November, everyone’s invited to

M I C H A EL M A S F A I R i n th e M E M O R I A L H A L L
10am-3pm on SATURDAY 24 SEPTEMBER
All the favourite stalls and attractions of St Andrews Fair - Books, Bottle StallBric-a-brac –Crafts–Home Bakes & Preserves- Garden Produce- REFRESHMENTS
(including Cheese & Chutney sampling and Sizzling sausages), hot & cold drinks LUNCHES from 12noon! PLUS EXCITING ADDITIONS TOO!
ART Art Show/Sale Whittlesford’s CAMBRIDGE OPEN STUDIOS ARTISTS
Superb works by Jan Smail, Vandy Massey, Val Pettifer and Lesley Rumble
Under12’s COLOURING COMPETITION. with amazing PRIZES for each of 3
Age Categories! 2-5 years: a Steiff Bear donated by Offord and Camp;
6-8 yrs: special Hamper donated by Butler Bros: 9-11 yrs: a superb
drawing & painting kit donated by Cowper Griffiths Architects.
MUSIC & SINGALONG At 2pm the combined Choir of the 'Over 75 Pilates
Class' will ask you to join them in singing a song especially arranged for them.
MORE PRIZES - BEST EVER RAFFLE ‘Magnificent Seven’ local restaurants each
offering mouth-watering meal gift vouchers; other £20 Gift Vouchers etc etc
MORE up-market and vintage goodies with option to sell quality pre-loved
fashion items on a 50:50 basis, (as well as welcomed donations.) Contact
Frances before 7pm Friday 23 Sept for details or to arrange collection
Phone 01223 836019 Email: francesdumbleton@hotmail.co.uk
PHOTOGRAPH OF YOUR CHILD by noted village photographers T.J.SMITH
PHOTOGRAPHY. Just £3 per picture - emailed to your computer!
Special Prize…GUESS the combined weight & age of a local celebrity’!.

All Fair proceeds go to Whittlesford Parish Church Fabric Fund

*St Andrew’s Fair is not an ancient feast! It started in the late 1950s probably by

CHRISTOPHER & DIANA PARKER - who spotted the Saints day was the ideal date for
a pre-Xmas, church fund-raiser – and so it has been for decades since! But now SO
MUCH ELSE is going on then:-Duxford’s Advent Market; a late-afternoon Christmas
Fete at school replacing the old PTA sherry morning; the Charity’s Pensioners Tea Party;
a commercial Vintage Fair here etc - so this is a good time for a new date and re-brand!
Always St Andrews Fair’s success attracting support from the entire village depended on
energy & effort of volunteers - especially ladies. For some 23 years , that’s particularly
meant one dedicated organiser, Ronnie Walker. Thanks go to her for rallying a great
team of helpers each year and achieving a staggering total sum. And the very best
way to show appreciation is to support and attend her new MICHAELMAS FAIR.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN PROCESS STARTS
The parish council (WPC) in a striking insert in LOOK
in August detailed their two priorities for coming
months and updates on action since May’s Annual
Parish Meeting: Highways/Traffic issues and to
produce a Neighbourhood Plan (NP) - subject of a
well attended public meeting in March. In it, Peter
Topping interim NP co-ordinator outlined details of
the way ahead, starting with a workshop in the
Memorial Hall at 7.30pm on TUESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER,
particularly aimed at volunteers who’d signed up in
March to pursue one of the four defined areas of interest:  Housing &
Commercial Development;  Transport & Infrastructures;  Environment &
Heritage; and  Community Assets; - plus others now keen to participate.
This first workshop saw four corresponding tables each to seat about 10 to
12, with large scale maps, of the village itself and immediate surroundings, a
brief list of key questions and issues to define, plus a pad of ‘post-it’ stickers
on which each ‘Panel’ noted and positioned on the maps, areas they highlighted for attention in the NP process according to their special interest
focus. Facilitating each group or panel were Councillors Martin Livermore;
Pam Freeman; Arthur Greaves and Will Thomas, who in the final session
briefly summarised key points arising from their respective groups.
Peter Topping, chairing the evening, knowing SCambs & CCC situations, had
begun by introducing Amanda Thorn, a senior planning officer for a London
borough who happens to live now in Whittlesford and who volunteered her
professional experience and expertise – already swiftly appreciated as she
gave a succinct and informed introduction to the workshop, on the purpose
and significance of an NP and the required process and likely timetable.
The bulk of the well-managed evening was work in each Panel, noted on
their post-its - then three sessions when each group rotated the hall to
examine – and add to - the initial results of each of the other tables. Peter
and Amanda had been on hand throughout to take queries and give points
of information and they led the final plenary session. A Project Administrator
would be recruited but meantime facilitators were charged with compiling
reports from their tables for the NP steering group to follow up and for the
second Workshop to be held, same time and place on TUESDAY 25 OCTOBER.
Meantime it was essential that the interest, enthusiasm and commitment
shown in this first event should be spread more widely to involve the whole
village community. As this time, valuable participation will also be welcome
from those who’d not previously registered their interest or been invited
individually – but as many views as possible are urged and it helps if names
and contact details - especially email -can be send to logistics supremo Roy
Warnes - parishclerk@warnesuk.net plus any points for Peter and the team.
ACTION NOW for the FUTURE of our village!
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Memories of Grandma Merry at Whittlesford over 80 years ago
‘Grandma’ was married first to the eldest son of Sidney & Eliza Merry-who died
in 1909 - and after the war she married his brother, their youngest son, Mort

Every August with Mum we had a holiday with Grandma and Uncle Mort at
Whittlesford. ….When we arrived from Fareham in Hampshire at Whittlesford
Station we had quite a long walk to the village as there were no buses. On the
left hand side near the station was Mum’s Aunt Hannah (who married Albert
Knights)’s bungalow, she had two daughters Eva and Missy. We’d to go to tea
there in the week (Albert Knights’ sister was married to Mum’s brother Albert).
On the right hand side walking to the village were just fields. Maggie (Mum’s
Aunt Carrie’s daughter) used to show us the sugar-beet that her dad, David
Arnold used to grow and another field full of chickens.
Mum’s Aunt Carrie and her husband and family lived in a brick detached house
just before turning into Whittlesford village. We used to go there in the week..
Passing the village pump, we could see Grandma’s little cottage, (opposite the
Blacksmiths – later called Seeby’s cottage) with a lovely big garden and Violet
Frost, Edna’s friend, lived next door.
(Photo above right)
When Grandma and Uncle Mort moved to a bigger cottage in School Lane they
had a greengage tree in the garden always with lovely ripe fruit. Grandma had a
big oil lamp to light the room when it was dark and I had a candle to go to bed..
I can remember when we had a roast dinner we used to have a big slice of
Yorkshire pudding with gravy first and then a fresh plate with meat and veg and
then our pudding. Grandma didn’t have gas or electric so it was all cooked in a
little oven at the side of the fire. Uncle Mort was kept busy getting buckets of
water at the village pump by the Guildhall. He used to wear a shoulder brace
with two buckets either side to collect the water.
Mum’s cousins Ena and Edna used to deliver the milk in the mornings and I can
remember such happy days playing at Parsonage Farm where Ena and Edna
lived with their Mum and Dad (Mum’s Aunt “Sis” Harriett and her husband
Albert Merry who used to run the Forge and Village Blacksmith pub)
There were always other children on the farm to play with. Dawn, daughter of
Edna’s sister Ida and the others I’m not sure maybe from the village.
We used to fetch cows from the meadow and drive them through the Village to
the farm to be milked. I can remember playing in a black carriage in one of the
fields, collecting eggs and taking men who were haymaking their lunch.
I don’t remember it ever raining… Such happy days!
Joyce Palmer
(aged 90 in 2014)
Albert Knights, like his father before him was the Mail Contractor and the bungalow is
close to the main station buildings; David & Carrie Arnold lived at Rose Cottage in
Duxford Rd (next door to four other Arnold sons among the ‘Whittlesford 100’ (including
Eric, Mike Arnold’s dad, & Ronald, Ashley Arbon’s granddad). Also in the 100 were Jack
Frost (Violet’s dad), Mort and another Knights brother-in-law Robert Knights.
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MERRY MEMORIES!
The holiday destination in Joyce
Palmer’s ‘Memories’ on the left
hand page- Mort’s tiny cottage,
2nd left between Old School Lane,
& Jack Frost’s, larger, adjoining
cottage - features in the 2013
calendar and in MIKE ARNOLD’s
article in WW64 describing how the
latter was burnt down in 1934 by his
big brother’s illegal firework !
(+see the l992 plans for converting
them to the present single house)
However, this section is not really about Mike but an example of an out-of-theblue request for village information for an old lady who never forgot her family
roots here. Little did her son in Hampshire realise one significant family home was
where the Editor has lived for 40 years! Once alerted to the Whittlesford Society
website they relished the exceptional number of ‘village memories’ and local
history contributions by the two champion contributors to Whit Soc publications
the MERRY SISTERS – Ida and Edna, Mrs Sadler and Mrs Wight - Joyce Palmer’s
first cousins - who were born in this very house when it was the Village Blacksmith
pub beside the then busy main village forge their parents also ran. Edna, much
the younger, was actually born on the eve of WW1 and Ida was only 12 when she
had to start doing a man’s job driving a horse and trap to the station and taking
soldiers from the VAD hospital across the road at Orient House to hospital. Read
all about EDNA & my house in WW94 a Merry tribute issue on her death in 2002.
To elaborate on Joyce Palmer’s memory sent to me in2015: their great grandparents SIDNEY & ELIZA MERRY had eight children and his 4 sons all worked for
him at the forge. One son and daughter –Albert and Hannah married a brother
and sister, Harriett and Albert Knights, children of another entrepreneurial
family who ran a similar pub –the Railway Tavern by the station and were also
mail contractors/carriers. Another daughter, Carrie, married an Arnold – David, a
farmer and the eldest daughter married a blacksmith who had worked for her
father- and set up a forge in Sawston. It’s likely their son is one of our ‘missing’
100. Quirky little links like these, enmeshing families and neighbours really bring
home the impact on EVERYONE of the stresses of ANY of our men fighting so far
away - and we 3 Project Researchers now know and CARE about them all too!
WHERE everyone lived in WW1 times is crucial to this and to positive identification
of our men and their families over several 10-yearly censuses - and we are well
advanced in knowing and being able to ‘signpost’ that – eg with a POPPY PLAQUE
like the English Heritage blue plaques. And the strong feeling that disrupted the
APM (nothing at all to do with Whit Soc) was because this, of all places, is able to
organise its own Public Art without a penny of grant money going to an outside
Agent or Artist! LET’S EXPLORE MORE POPPY IDEAS ON 7 NOVEMBER
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